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Executive Summary 
 
This paper reports on the major themes and priorities that emerged during the December 18-19th 2019 Forum on 
Indigenous Agriculture in Saskatchewan: Sowing a way towards revitalizing Indigenous Agriculture in Treaty 4 and 
6 Territories at Wanuskewin Heritage Park in Saskatoon, SK.  
 
The Indigenous Agriculture Forum was the first event in Saskatchewan focused on sharing of diverse perspectives 
about Indigenous Agriculture that engaged Indigenous community members, researchers, and policy makers with a 
focus on research. Demand far exceeded capacity for the Forum, however, additional support was leveraged for the 
event, and participants continue to be able to share perspectives through ongoing communications with event 
organizers and researchers. Further engagement with participants and interested people is planned. Additional 
research grants are being sought, and there is push to mobilize knowledge from this work in a variety of ways. 
 
While the Forum was organized under the Theme 3 Mobilize Knowledge and Partnerships for Reconciliation, the 
Forum produced important outcomes beyond this theme, especially in Theme 4 Foster Mutually Respectful 
Relationships. Participants contributed to prioritization of research directions for the short- and long-term, and the 
co-development of networks for sharing practices across Prairie Treaty areas on a range of topics.  
 
The Forum was attended by 86 people representing:	  

a) 62 Indigenous people from 24 First Nations communities from Treaties 4, 5, and 6 across 
Saskatchewan, including Chiefs, councillors, land managers, economic development officers, farmers, 
farm and ranch managers, community-based, educators, students	  

b) Government institutions: Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture, Western Economic Diversification 
Canada, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada	  

c) Non-profit and for-profit organizations such as the Saskatchewan Indian Equity Foundation, 
Agribition, and RESPEC geoscience consulting firm	  

d) University of Saskatchewan faculty, staff, and students of the College of Agriculture and Bioresources, 
College of Arts and Science, College of Engineering, and School of Environment and Sustainability	  
 

Themes and priorities important to First Nations participants and Indigenous Agriculture emerged through 
presentations, informal conversations, and careful observation during knowledge sharing activities. This paper 
provides a summary of themes and priorities, which form the basis of our positions that can inform improved 
Indigenous Research engagement and capacity building.  
 
This Forum on Indigenous Agriculture was an initial step and lays the foundation for: 1) further research and data 
collection such as an update of current or non-existent data on First Nations lands (i.e. soil classes and capabilities); 
2) co-developed research programs and capacity building activities focused on Indigenous land-based knowledge 
and food cultivation; and 3) a push to develop policy that leads to program and service development to address the 
gaps and needs of First Nations producers and land managers on reserve.  
  



 

Section 1: Background and rationale for hosting a Forum on Indigenous Agriculture in Saskatchewan 

Agriculture is practiced on as much as 4 million acres of First Nations reserve lands in Saskatchewan, mostly 
by non-Indigenous farmers1,2. First Nations do not realize the full economic benefits of agricultural production and 
many do not exert full control over agricultural practices that affect the quality and quantity of biophysical resources 
on their land-base. Support programs and resources available to non-Indigenous farmers are often not available to 
First Nations and agricultural policies often do not consider the unique political and economic circumstances 
affecting First Nations farmers. First Nations communities, organizations, and individuals are working hard to 
reverse this trend.  

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 92nd call to action requires that land and natural resource-based 
economic enterprises be founded on respectful relationships and informed consent of Indigenous peoples and, 
further, that Indigenous peoples have equitable access to jobs, training, and educational opportunities. This call is 
not addressing the agriculture sector. We seek solutions to help close the gap3 between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous-farmers and rural communities on the Prairies. The Forum addressed Theme 3 Mobilized Knowledge 
and Partnerships for Reconciliation as well as aspects of Theme 4 Foster Mutually Respectful Relationships. 

Scant academic research on foundational Indigenous agriculture exists3,4 and most information is available only 
in newspaper reports1,5–9 and a Statistics Canada report released in January 2019 that provides coarse information on 
farmer numbers10. To date, few Western researchers have focused on Indigenous agriculture in the Prairies, and no 
published information exists on contemporary agricultural activities on First Nations reserve lands in Saskatchewan. 
Yet, First Nations organizations, communities, and individuals have worked tirelessly in agricultural land 
management. At this point there is recognition that few linkages exist among Indigenous groups possessing land 
resources and knowledge; universities with capacities in research, education, and project management; industry with 
networks of farmers and innovators; and non-Indigenous governments that can develop policy and legislation. 

This project sought to garner key pieces of vital primary data on priorities and capacities so that First Nation 
communities can more effectively evaluate and balance decisions that meet community-defined goals for Indigenous 
agriculture. Indeed, this information is wanted. We explored several questions including: 

1. How can researchers and other institutions plan to support Indigenous agriculture respectfully?  
2. How could we mobilize existing knowledge and create partnerships to address gaps in knowledge to 

address the 92nd TRC Call to Action? And, 
3. What are the priorities for collaborative, community-driven, and mutually-beneficial research in the short- 

and long-term, and how can we go about that research in a good way? 
  
Section 2: Approach and organization 

Research team building 
A collaborative approach was in place from the proposal development stage and was carried through the 

organization and implementation of the Forum. Prior to grant application submission, Melissa Arcand (Department 
of Soil Science, University of Saskatchewan) had multiple in-person and phone meetings with Indigenous co-
applicants: National Indigenous Agriculture Association (NIAA, Dale Worme and Ken Bear) and the Saskatchewan 
First Nations Natural Resources Centre of Excellence (The Centre, Sheldon Wuttunee) and their collaborators, 
geoscience consulting firm RESPEC (Debra Shewfelt). A planning meeting was held on August 1st, 2018 at the 
University of Saskatchewan (U of S) with Dale Worme, Anthony Johnston (Mistawasis Nêhiyawak), social science 
researchers Lori Bradford and Graham Strickert (School of Environment and Sustainability, U of S), and staff Jordie 
Gagnon (Senior Strategic Officer-Indigenous Programs and Partnerships, College of Agriculture and Bioresources, 
U of S) and Kevin Driscoll (research coordinator). Following receipt of the notice of the award (November 2, 2018) 
another meeting was held on November 6, 2018. Present at this meeting were Melissa Arcand, Kelsey Watson-
Daniels and Anthony Johnston (Mistawasis Nêhiyawak), Alfred Gamble (Muskeg Lake Cree Nation; Saskatchewan 
Aboriginal Lands Technicians), Debra Shewfelt, Natalie Shepherd (The Centre/RESPEC), Dale Worme, Lori 
Bradford, Graham Strickert, and our newly hired research assistant, Triann Littlepine. At this stage, we confirmed 
dates for the Forum and discussed activities, potential participants and speakers.  

There was continuous participation by the same core group of planners, with extensive input from the non-
academic First Nations co-applicants. These partners especially ensured that protocols of community interaction and 
needs of the communities guided the Forum planning. Input from all applicants was essential to the planning 
process; we had representation from individuals that have first-hand knowledge of agronomy, work with individuals 
at the reserve level, interact with the political leadership of First Nations communities, and have connections/work 
within the academic institutions that can address agricultural research or training. This bottom-up approach 
identified key individuals, communities, and organizations who were self-driven to be involved in the planning and 



 

participation in the Forum. The bottom-up approach was verified as appropriate during the Forum activities as one 
participant relayed: 

“And at that initial meeting [August 1st grant planning meeting], we did some brainstorming of all the 
issues that I thought were applicable to things that we encountered. We noticed on the board there, the 
red, yellow, green lights, where a lot of these red issues are what we initially brought up at our 
brainstorming, and this whole...Everything that you're listening to, all the presenters, was a key 
component of what we initially had discussed with this brainstorming.” (FG3-AG) 

Participants  
The initial grant support provided for approximately 50 participants (including applicants) at the Forum, with 

participation of representatives from 14 First Nations in Saskatchewan. Our intention was to have representation 
from First Nations that have established Land Codes (First Nations Land Management Act, FNLMA) and from 
those that are managed under the Indian Act (Reserve Land and Environment Management Program, RLEMP). We 
also wanted to include First Nation communities or practitioners that represent an array of agricultural engagement, 
from band-operated farms and individual farmers, to those that manage lease agreements with non-Indigenous-
farmers on a large-scale. The starting point for invitation was those First Nations with whom the team have 
relationships, to reinforce long-term commitment, and that encompass the broad spectrum of agricultural activities. 
Key agricultural and environmental academic and government researchers, First Nations organizations, academic 
administrators, government policy makers, and research organizations were invited to attend.  

Through word of mouth, demand to attend the forum was very high and we reached our funding capacity 
within two days of registration. We did not extend invites before November 20th as this was the date that we 
received an ethics exemption from U of S Research Ethics Office that enabled funding release and approval for the 
Forum to go forward. In order to be inclusive and accommodate more First Nations participants, we took immediate 
action and secured additional sponsorship ($16,500) from the Office of the Vice President of Research (U of S), the 
Vice Provost of Indigenous Engagement (U of S), Saskatchewan Indian Equity Foundation, RESPEC, and the 
Department of Soil Science (U of S). A website was created to provide a central source of information about details 
of the Forum including the program schedule and speakers: https://research-groups.usask.ca/indigenousag/. 

The timeline between the funding announcement and when we could hold the event and report on the outcomes 
was very short. As a result, many aspects of the organization was constrained and in some cases, compromised. 
With more time we would have created a fee structure that could enable us to extend the event to more participants 
from non-First Nations organizations while also covering the costs (travel, accommodations, and per diems) for 
additional First Nations participants. We would have also reserved a venue that could host and provide hospitality 
services to a larger group. Further, there would have been more time for potential speakers and participants to 
accommodate this event in their schedule. This underscores the importance of providing realistic timelines to plan 
and report on these activities to ensure that community protocols of engagement and inclusivity are prioritized and 
respected. A major constraint on the research team was the short timeline to turn around this position document. 
 
The Forum Logistics 
The Forum was held on December 18th and 19th at the Wanuskewin Heritage Park on the outskirts of Saskatoon. 
Lodging was provided in Saskatoon at a local hotel (Saskatoon Inn) and participants were reimbursed for travel and 
per diem expenses unless covered by their respective businesses, bands, or organizations. Sheldon Wuttunee and 
Dale Worme volunteered to share master of ceremony (MC) duties. The program schedule was designed to include 
ceremonies as appropriate, and explore a broad spectrum of topics related to Indigenous agriculture from a variety of 
speakers from across Saskatchewan. This made for a packed program; ideally we would have made more time for 
group discussion and networking opportunities. The program schedule is in Appendix B.  
 
Section 3: Information gathering 

The Forum used a developmental mixed methodology to gather and co-analyze data, building in depth and including 
verification over the course of two days. We wanted to get an understanding of what activities were occurring on 
First Nations land and by Indigenous people and use this information as a basis to discuss potential research gaps. 
We wanted to understand the challenges and opportunities from the perspective of decision makers and those on the 
land. Some of that information came directly from the invited speakers and panelists as well as through other forms 
of information gathering activities designed for different personalities and lived experiences. We used innovative 
formal and informal methods detailed sequentially below. The University of Saskatchewan Behavioural Ethics 
Committee granted ethics exemption on November 20th 2019. All participants were informed that during the Forum 



 

we were undertaking data gathering with them, from their perspectives as experts in their field, representing their 
professional organizations and/or Indigenous affiliations. An Elder was on hand to provide support for any 
participant if needed. Participants were encouraged to verify researcher’s words and findings, as well as contribute 
to answers given by others if desired. We were honoured to have Metis spoken word poet Zoey Roy attend the 
forum and perform an original piece that synthesized her observations of the discussions that occurred. The data 
gathering methods included: 

First, we engaged with open-ended invitations to share questions directed at any Forum attendees in an 
anonymous format. Participants were invited to write down questions or comments on index cards that were 
retrieved throughout the two days of the Forum from boxes located on each table in the room. The MCs periodically 
read out the questions in random order, and invited response and comment from the participants. Through this 
process we learned more about the participants’ interests and information gaps, including items such as which First 
Nations are currently managing bison herds, what challenges First Nations land managers face, and information on 
detailed regulatory aspects of organic agriculture.  

Second, we engaged participants to help us understand priorities by writing down perspectives using a traffic 
light activity. Participants were invited to write down their own perspectives on aspects of Indigenous agriculture 
that offered challenges and opportunities on coloured paper that was placed at each table. Using an analogy to traffic 
lights, we explained the goal of the activity to be identifying the things they wanted researchers to complete now 
because it is urgent (red), soon because it is important (yellow) or eventually because it would be nice to know for 
planning purposes (green). They were requested to write down their ideas on red paper if they deemed them to be 
vitally important and a priority to be explored within the next year. Participants were asked to write their ideas on 
yellow paper if they considered them to be of key importance to be tackled in the coming 2-5 years, but not as 
urgent as those ideas on red paper. Participants were asked to write down ideas on green paper for things they would 
like explored eventually to support their long-term planning. These papers were then collected throughout the day by 
meeting assistants and posted on a large panel where all participants could see them. During the day, the social 
scientists thematically assessed the papers and clustered them together if they were based on similar concepts. 
Photos of the developing themes were taken throughout the day (Image below). After the first day, these priorities 
were transferred to tables in a Word document, and 
thematically coded by the social scientists (Appendix C). The 
subsequent morning, the papers were reorganized on the panel 
and the social scientists presented their analysis to the 
participants for verification in a PowerPoint slide show 
format. Feedback on the slide show was recorded by student 
note-takers. On the second day after the slide show, 
participants were invited to continue adding to the traffic light 
panel as ideas formed. The themes from the traffic light 
exercise informed the creation of focus group questions at the 
end of the second day. 

Third, we engaged participants in focus groups based around index card questions, panel questions from 
audiences, traffic light priorities, and other emerging themes. Five focus groups were conducted in the afternoon 
of the second day of the forum with 40 participants that agreed to participate. Focus groups were organized both 
around ensuring an appropriate size of group for deeper conversation (number of participants are indicated in 
brackets), as well as providing a variety of themes to be explored in depth:  
FG1. We’ve talked about land leasing to non-Indigenous farmers and First Nations farming. Are there trade-offs 

between leasing and collecting rent, versus doing the farming yourselves [i.e., band or individual First 
Nations farms]? What are the advantages/disadvantages of each approach? (6) 

FG2. Will the future of Indigenous agriculture be distinct from current conventional agriculture? How? (7) 
FG3. What can academic and other institutions do to support revitalization of Indigenous agriculture? (11) 
FG4. What opportunities exist for creation of Indigenous-led agri-business? (4) 
FG5. How can communities balance traditional relationships to the land and agricultural endeavors? (12) 

Volunteer participants or applicants moderated and audiorecorded the conversations that were then transcribed 
following the forum. Results from the focus groups come directly from these transcripts and emerging themes, 
including participant quotes where appropriate, are highlighted below.  

During the second day of the forum, participants were invited to provide written anonymous responses to a 
Forum Feedback form (Appendix D), which was meant to collect feedback on the specifics of the organization of 



 

the event. We received feedback from 44 participants, who all indicated that they would attend a similar event in the 
future, and most (95%) would attend on an annual basis. Feedback was overwhelmingly positive.  
 

Section 4: The Findings 

Common themes and priorities emerged from the participants during the traffic light exercise, index card, feedback 
form, and the focus groups:  

1. Capacity building through comprehensive education and training 
“we need people with expertise...if we're going to go back that way into farming our own land, we need the human 
resources. We need the capacity. We have to develop those first and foremost before we move forward.” (FG2-RB) 

Across the variety of data gathering methods, participants consistently expressed the vital need to create 
educational opportunities and capacity building/training programs to develop their own skills and knowledge, share 
knowledge with others, and prepare next generations for undertaking Indigenous agriculture. A challenge that many 
Indigenous participants identified was limited knowledge of land resource management broadly and farming and 
farm history specifically. In spite of this challenge, many participants stressed the need to build capacity that begins 
with youth and extends to professional development of land managers, farmers, and band leadership. Discussion 
around capacity building encompassed formal training of youth in the school system and adults in post-secondary 
institutions as well as land-based Indigenous knowledge taught within communities. However, they described 
agribusiness as a venture that required community, commitment and ongoing innovation for success over the long-
term and is thus a lifestyle that requires problem-solving skills not taught in conventional learning programs. 

Participants stressed the need for land-based Indigenous education and capacity in land management and 
agriculture: “it’s going back, reverting to traditional foods, and having the science and the research to document and 
improve that.” (FG3-AG) In an explanation of community relationship structures using circles to illustrate these 
connections, an Indigenous knowledge keeper applied the concept of these relationships to agriculture: “one of those 
circles might have a community member that has specialized training for one aspect of agriculture. There may be 
truck drivers, combine operators, mechanics, drone operators now.” (FG5-AJ) Many First Nations participants spoke 
of utilizing modern technology and Western science-based tools, while maintaining and revitalizing cultural and 
community-based values. This contemporary perspective reflects the historical information that Dr. Winona 
Wheeler, Indigenous scholar and invited speaker, presented on late 19th century Indigenous Prairie farmers. We 
learned how their success in Western-style agriculture was grounded in Indigenous knowledge of the land, 
communal social structures, and their ability to adapt modern farm technologies to their existing knowledge base.  

A common characteristic of participating experienced First Nations land managers was a willingness and 
ability to build relationships. Examples included partnering with academic and government institutions for data 
collection and building relationships with ranchers and farmers that lease land. A land manager remarked on the 
importance of how good relationships with lessee farmers could strengthen his bargaining position:  

“I've always been able to get into a combine and ride around with the guy and just shoot the breeze. But 
now that they have all this technology at their fingertips, it's available to my eyes as well. So, I can use that 
and say, "Oh. Geez, this is a hell of a good crop. Hmmm. Well, I guess you might be able to afford to pay a 
little bit more next year." (FG1-DB)  

This land manager was also a former farmer and could find common ground with the non-Indigenous farmers that 
leased the land and had a good understanding of the cutting-edge farm technologies—a rare combination in most 
First Nations, but invaluable.  

Land managers add value to communities through increasing record keeping within reserves and with non-
Indigenous farmers, and have a good knowledge of what practices are occurring on their land. Their value as 
knowledge holders is important to communities, researchers, and policy makers since they note trends, measure 
successes, opportunities, and act as eyes-on-the-ground. The land managers, however, are still concerned with their 
lack of knowledge of why certain decisions are being made at the field level:  

“I don’t have enough expertise in the area of farming. […] A farmer would know to take care of their land. I 
know I can rent it but I don’t know when we should change over [crops within a rotation]. That’s my biggest 
concern as a land manager.” (FG5-LN)  

In a panel discussion of land managers, all three remarked on the many roles they play and the different types of 
knowledge they apply to decision making on a day-to-day basis. This was re-emphasized in the focus groups:  

“I gotta not only be an agriculturist, I gotta be a soil scientist […] I gotta know everything about cattle. I 
gotta know everything about grain and seed food. Various varieties, whether they're drug resistant, insect 



 

resistant, I gotta know everything about invasive species, species at risk. I gotta know everything about the 
economics of it. And that's just the agriculture side. [...] And it goes on, and on, and on.” (FG3-AG) 
For full time land managers, training needs to be tailored to accommodate their hectic job demands and 

accompany strong relationships to scientists, land users, and other land manager colleagues with whom they can 
consult for data and information. We learned that some First Nations farmers also advise land managers, which 
leverages within-community relationships and knowledge and distributes the knowledge burden.  

Relying on First Nations farmers extended to building capacity in individual and band-level farm operations:  
“Even with retiring farmers. While these guys don't really want to get out of the game, but they don't want 
to have 10 thousand acres. They might be interested in just being a manager, First Nation, having that 70 
years of experience [...]” (FG4-SS) 

With increased agronomic capacity within communities, there is also potential to internalize and capitalize on the 
agriculture knowledge economy:  

“I think there's an opportunity for crop consultants, like if a guy’s got a PAg [Professional Agrologist 
credential] or ag degree that helps First Nations, because we hire that out, but we maybe could do that in 
house.” (FG4-JW)  

Not only does this increase knowledge capacity within the community, it also enables economic activities to stay 
within the community and could increase employment opportunities. Indeed, improving economic conditions of 
First Nations individuals and communities drives the need for capacity building in agriculture, across all scales and 
types of agriculture and levels of engagement.  

“You really have to balance nationhood with the work that we're doing within our communities and we 
need to start thinking about how do we feed our nations because there are some local solutions but when 
we're looking at economies, if 80% of our monies in our communities are leaving the community and only 
20% is going to a band store, what good is that to us? We're never gonna get ahead if that's the system, and 
that's the system that is put in place in our communities.” (FG5-GA) 

Ultimately, capacity building and education enable choice, which links to decolonization and food sovereignty:  
“We don't have a choice how we farm, how we interact with the land. I almost think we need education 
options that move that policy and that political agenda where choice and subsidies for more sustainable 
growing practices and more accessible ways to access food for local communities…decolonization I think, 
in general, is about choice.”  (FG5-GA) 
Formal education in all aspects of land management, governance, and agriculture was emphasized. However, 

Indigenous people still face barriers in universities and other educational institutions: 
“We're aware that the university wants to Indigenize the campus, […] we need more [student] enlistments, 
while I'm standing here in the wind […], I need the help to get up here. You know, where is this mentorship 
for us?” (FG3-AG) 
“Indigenous youth have this disconnect right now and I feel like when they come to reclaim their culture, 
they’ll begin to see or value these things more often, because right now, there’s not very many Indigenous 
people in natural resources or agriculture. I think as these values start to become more important to kids 
again, that it will naturally progress to them wanting to be in a field like this.” (FG2-TL)  

Indigenous students in the natural sciences and agriculture may require more support because there are so few. 
Attracting Indigenous students to the agricultural sciences and agronomy is particularly challenging with anti-
Indigenous racism in the rural Prairies, which sadly can be associated with the broader agricultural community. 
 
2. Building equitable and effective relationships and partnerships 
“We're still trying to fit into the university system as opposed to the university thinking ‘How can we work with you 

and change the way we do things to suit your needs?’” (FG3-SW) 
Indigenous participants emphasized the need to partner and build relationships with universities and 

government institutions to support Indigenous agriculture and agricultural land management. While many 
interactions have been positive, institutional structures can often stifle relationship building and progress towards 
meeting Indigenous-defined goals. The removal of institutional barriers is required to make these partnerships more 
efficient and equitable.  

Universities across Canada are scrambling to “Indigenize” and many non-Indigenous researchers and faculty 
are genuinely interested in how they may respectfully engage in this effort. University faculty expressed uncertainty 
in the best way to engage as well as frustration with the institutional challenges:  

“one of the things we kind of struggled with, is ‘here's the research, but here's a whole other component on 
community engagement and training.’ And then they're not as easy to fund.” (FG3-TS) 



 

This has been particularly challenging with NSERC grants where the high proportion of community-based research 
required would shift eligibility to SSHRC grants, thus eliminating natural scientists that lack experience in 
community-engagement from leading the research. First Nations organizations and communities that possess 
community-level knowledge and relationships did not meet partner eligibility requirements under former NSERC 
partnership grants, either because they receive federal funds through Indigenous Services Canada or because their 
staff had yet to demonstrate and/or build significant internal research capacity. Lack of access to funds creates a 
chicken and the egg situation, particularly in new areas of research in natural resource management that requires 
multidisciplinary approaches that extend beyond disciplinary boundaries and require community-based researchers.   

A critical topic that was discussed involved encouraging multidisciplinarity and collaboration—within 
universities and funding agencies. In response to a First Nations land manager who pointed out that land 
management requires multidisciplinary knowledge, a university faculty member acknowledged that “we are not very 
good at playing with each other at the university. That's something that we need to get better at.” (FG3-TS) The First 
Nations land manager remarked, “a lot of these funding programs are...competitions. So let's eliminate that 
competition and that redundancy there.” (FG3-AG). An institutional shift is required: 

“And that's re-identifying yourself as a university, as an organization, is it for personal accolades or, you know, 
advancement in your personal careers, that kind of focus...Your competition is focused on that. Or is your 
priority where it's [...] at the grassroots level, community-based, like where it's gonna have a really profound 
effect.” (FG3-AG) 
“But, and the funding agencies too. Because the universities are sometimes [...] stuck by the funding that is 
involved. And you've developed lots of relationships with individuals, but there should be a relationship with 
your whole college-or your colleges that is ongoing. And if someone changes, or if someone retires or 
whatever, the relationship is still there. It's not based on just a person to person, but actually organization-
organization. But that has to be supported by a funding model that recognizes the need for that kind of 
collaboration.” (FG3-FW) 

The current funding model and academic tenure and promotion standards promote individualism, which is 
antithetical to community-based research and models of knowledge creation and transfer in Indigenous 
communities. Another First Nations participant remarked,  

“a lot of [research is] individual focus, ‘What can I research and what can I discover?’ But when you're 
working on reserve, that's your fundamental reason that you're at work. And then…you're responsible to 
everybody, here, and passed on.” (FG3-SW)  

This previous statement refers to community members and ancestors that are deceased, indicating a broader 
multigenerational sense of responsibility to community that Indigenous workers carry.  

First Nations individuals involved in commercial farming and economic development discussed developing 
partnerships with private industry to advance agribusiness. They recognize the high risk associated with modern 
large-scale grain operations and provided ideas to mitigate risks through partnership. It was suggested that 
individuals could receive on the job training in agricultural supply businesses, which could potentially lead to 
ownership. Further, a few people suggested that private industry should be more involved in forums such as these, to 
develop relationships and view Indigenous producers as potential clients. Because of the high capital costs of 
farming, First Nations may also consider entering into partnerships for farming to maximize profits from their land:  

“The status quo [leasing land] needs a little tweaking, and if we go the other route [farming ourselves], I 
think partnerships are the way to go...Where you share the cost, you share the risk, and you share the 
profit…We have to start small, monitor it, evaluate, and then when it becomes successful, that's when we 
grow.” (FG1-RB) 

In discussions of First Nations farming for themselves, there was an emphasis on scaling up slowly to mitigate risk; 
in contrast to what one participant viewed occurred with the fast implementation and failure of One Earth Farms.  

Researchers need to be cognisant of the divergent opinions and values that can exist within an Indigenous 
community, let alone across First Nations in any particular region. Participants indicated variations among First 
Nations. Equity and fairness also came up through discussion of other topics. Oppressive federal policy and the 
Indian Act complicated land tenure within First Nations reserves and continues to cause tensions due to inequitable 
access to lands (and profits from those lands) through both formal tenure (certificate of possession) and informal 
claims (buckshee) by individual band members to what is communal land. Chief Delorme of Cowessess discussed 
his contentious decision to reclaim band control over buckshee leases that benefited individual band members and 
not the whole community. He made this decision for the anticipated long-term benefit of all band members.  

Long-term First Nations farmers reported dynamic relationships with their own band. Depending on the sitting 
Chief and Council, difficulties sometimes arose with competition with non-Indigenous farmers to rent band land: 



 

“The individual [...] came out to renew his bid [...], he was paying $5 an acre. And I called the counsellor, I 
said, ‘I really don't give a damn what you're charging this guy. I'm a band member, I want the land. And I'm 
willing to pay a portion of the rent.’ Well, they chased us out about three times, and every time I went up, 
the guy went $10 bigger, $15 an acre. I went back into counsel, I said, "I don't know what you people are 
doing, but, you're not listening to me. I'm going to take that land as a band member whether you like it or 
not. For a price, or for nothing. But I'm going to farm it. So, they had to make decision. And that's when it 
really changed to the band members getting a chance to rent the land.” (FG1-EB) 
“when I was [farming], I always had to compete with outside farmers. If they were bidding, I had to learn to 
bid a little more than that to farm on the land. Now that changes all the time, but that all depends on the 
[band] politicians. At one time, we had a group of politicians who wanted to throw us [on-reserve] farmers 
in the reserve off, they wanted to go with white people. They had a big argument.” (FG1-MA) 

These are examples of broader issues facing Indigenous communities. In informal discussion, community leaders 
and other members remarked on the need to reconcile within their own communities. Part of this reconciliation 
involves dismantling structures that were imposed on communities through the Indian Act that created inequity, 
jealousy, dependency, distrust, and discord within communities, especially with respect to land.  
 
3. Tensions and synergies between traditional relationships to the land, conventional agriculture, and stewardship  

“The land is healthy, the people will be healthy.” (FG5-BH) 
Reclaiming and revitalizing traditional relationships to the land was proffered as a way to move forward in 
Indigenous agriculture initiatives and to address long-standing sustainability issues with industrial agriculture. There 
were expressions of concern about the negative effects of high input farming on land and water quality and human 
health; traditional practices were viewed as a solution (also see examples from traffic light exercise in Appendix C):  

“I'll give you an example that we're grappling with right now. That is to maintain our traditional relationships 
to the land, it means that we can't be using chemicals like Roundup. We can't just be killing indiscriminately 
just to establish some kind of vegetation cover. That becomes a real issue ‘cause if you ask any restoration 
practitioner or agrologist [...], they think it's impossible [...] without that chemical, to do the things we wanna 
do out there. So [...], we need to be able to balance this and thought it might be easy for us to dismiss our 
Indigenous relationships with the land. For us here, doing this project, it really is important for us to really 
highlight that [...] we're not just making it look good on paper. We actually have to do the hard work as well 
too.” (FG5-BH) 

There were also open conversations that emphasized both the tensions and synergies between these contrasting 
worldviews on food cultivation. Some participants expressed pragmatism as well as internal conflict about 
conventional agriculture practiced on First Nations reserve lands, whether by Indigenous or non-Indigenous farmers: 

“I'd like to see that too, where you'd have smaller farm plot, like the old days where you have your 120 
acres or whatever and grow the native crops of Canada and stuff like that. But...I don't want to be negative 
about it, but I don't know how you could possibly do that in this day and age when there's the big industrial 
farms and the big money companies and the farmers are trying to...the organic farmers are trying to fight 
against the sprays and everything that's going right beside their crops.” (FG2-PA) 
“[Non-Indigenous farmers] might not have the same, I guess, approach, because it's not [their land]. But, in 
talking with some of the guys, or pretty much all the guys that lease [...], they like to treat it as their own. 
Just because they want to continue to farm it. They don't want to break any sort of a covenant, or break a 
lease, or do something wrong that's going to get them kicked off of there.” (FG1-DB) 
“The First Nation is also looking to generate revenue, because they only get a certain amount of money for 
certain programs. And the unfunded programs, a lot of times, that's where land revenue kind of kicks it and 
props up some of these other things that don't get funded by regular funding.” (FG1-DB) 
“At the end of the day it’s all agricultural land, it’s going to get used, it’s going to get farmed.” (FG1-MA) 

Some of the conversations were hopeful, as participants discussed how Indigenous knowledge could transform 
conventional practices and adapt to current conditions: 

“If I can just add to your earlier comment about feeling like you have some practices that conventional 
agriculture embraces and you feel they don't really fit, you're not alone in that. There are lots of individuals that 
you might view as part of conventional agriculture that share those same thoughts and there's a growing desire 
and a growing understanding of which I think a lot of the First Nations' knowledge and values can help further 
advancement of those techniques. [...] There's huge opportunity.” (FG5-MD) 



 

“It's also looking at the value of invasive species or plants that have been introduced that are going to be here 
forever. The way that we took advantage of dandelions, one of the best medicines that we have for diabetes 
today. That [is] an introduced species. So knowing what we need to protect, what we need to adapt and how do 
we utilize all of these in a community discussion or forum to make these decisions together.” (FG5-GA) 

This focus on resurgence and connection to culture and land-based relationships through food cultivation and 
adaptation struck a cord with the participants and reflects feedback on presentations that emphasized food 
sovereignty as a path towards decolonization. In her invited talk, educator Glenda Abbott emphasized the need to 
build sustainable economies for First Nations as just one part of this process.  
 
4. Translating research to policy and legislation 

“As CEO of the National Indigenous Agriculture Association (NIAA), I can say that I have past 
experience in organizing, presenting, collecting data from Indigenous (First Nation and Métis) producers 

across Canada on more than one occasion. That data exists, it needs action.” – Dale Worme 
Participants expressed frustration with inaction, inaccessibility to funding and training opportunities, and slow 
change on policy that could improve conditions for First Nations farmers and meet community-defined land 
management goals.  

 “that frustration builds up, and a lot of times it's where we're being tasked with getting funding but having 
to do specific work towards funding that may not be useful day-to-day, but [...] we gotta do it because it's 
attached to funding at the moment.” (FG3-SW) 
“We've done everything that everybody said for us to do. To document in the lab, to do risk assessments, 
and everything. And where do we go from there? We're stuck. We're locked at the next stages, at the 
policy and regulations, the federal and provincial governments [...]. I need that data. And the whole idea 
[...] with having this forum was to fish with the researchers and the schools to get this data.” (FG3-AG) 

First Nations participants recognize the need for data and statistics to drive policy change and many indicate 
that they have spent substantial time lobbying the federal government and other agencies to do so.  
 
Section 4: Positions 

The findings scale up to positions that can direct future research about Indigenous agriculture. What is needed is:  
A. Advance policy that develops programs and services for Indigenous farmers. At the forefront is capacity building 

with academia, the involvement of private industry which sees Indigenous producers as clients, and producer 
access to capital. 

B. More efficient partnership pathways for First Nations communities and organizations to engage with academic 
and government institutions in research activities in leadership positions and in an equitable manner. 

C. Promotion of collaboration rather than competition in research granting processes to remove redundancies; many 
First Nations non-academic partners who are active leaders can get spread thin among multiple projects led by 
different researchers with sometimes overlapping objectives.  

D. The creation of research objectives and activities that tie more closely with capacity building activities and 
training. Collaborations with Indigenous education programs need time and support to happen. 

E. Clarification and eligibility change for First Nations communities and organizations to be considered co-
applicants that can manage funds on research grants. This would support efforts towards reconciliation, 
sovereignty, and capacity building. 

F. The setting of realistic timelines between award notification, dispersal of funds, research engagement, and 
reporting activities to not isolate or exclude potential participants and to proceed with the work in a good way. 

Participants were supportive of the Forum’s goals and objectives, and were forthcoming with knowledge sharing, 
participation in activities, and grateful for the opportunities made available during the Forum. However, they made 
clear that there is additional need for ongoing commitment by funding agencies, individual researchers, universities, 
and policy makers to overcome institutional barriers.  
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Appendix B 
Forum on Indigenous Agriculture in Saskatchewan 

Program 
December 18th and 19th  

Wanuskewin Heritage Park, Saskatoon, SK 
 

December 18th 
Time Speakers and topics, MCs Dale Worme and Sheldon Wuttunee 

8:30-9:00 am Registration desk opens and continental breakfast 

9:00-9:20 Opening prayer, Elder Roland Duquette (Mistawasis Nêhiyawak) 

Introductions, Anthony Johnston (Mistawasis Nêhiyawak) 

9:20-9:30  Welcoming remarks, Melissa Arcand (University of Saskatchewan) 

9:30-10:00  Cowessess’s agriculture journey, Chief Cadmus Delorme (Cowessess First Nation) 

10:00-10:30 Envisioning a future of First Nations agriculture, Sheldon Wuttunee (SK First Nations 
Natural Resources Centre of Excellence) 

10:30-10:50 Health break 

10:50-11:30 Moderated panel of long-time First Nations farmers, Garry Albert (Sweet Grass) and 
Everette Bear (Muskoday)  

11:30-12:00 Discussion 

12:00-1:00 pm Lunch and Networking 

1:00-1:30 File Hills Farm Colony, Cheyanne Desnomie (University of Regina)  

1:30-2:15 Panel of First Nations land managers on managing agricultural leases, Kelsey Watson-
Daniels (Mistawasis Nêhiyawak), Judy Wasacase (Kahkewistahaw), Dean Bear 
(Muskoday)  

2:15-3:00 Health Break, Poster Session, and Networking 

3:00-3:20 Agricultural Policy and Program Development, Dale Worme (National Indigenous 
Agriculture Association) 

3:20-4:15 Discussion on Agriculture and the Treaties, Facilitated by Dr. Winona Wheeler 
(University of Saskatchewan) 

4:15-4:30 Summary of Day 1  

 
  



 

Forum on Indigenous Agriculture in Saskatchewan 
Program 

December 18th and 19th  
Wanuskewin Heritage Park, Saskatoon, SK 

 
December 19th  
Time Speakers and topics, MCs Dale Worme and Sheldon Wuttunee 

8:30-9:00 Continental breakfast served 

9:00-9:15 Summary of Emerging Themes from Day 1, Lori Bradford and Melissa Arcand 

9:15-10:30 Community-based food security initiatives, Glenna Cayen (Food forests, Canadian Feed 
the Children) and Glenda Abbott (Pelican Lake First Nation) 

10:30-10:50 Health break 

10:50-11:30 Discussion on Agriculture and the Treaties, Facilitated by Dr. Winona Wheeler 
(University of Saskatchewan) 

11:30-12:00 Managing geospatial land and resource data, Debra Shewfelt (RESPEC) and Natalie 
Shepherd (SK First Nations Natural Resources Centre of Excellence) 

12:00-1:00 Lunch and Networking 

1:00-2:00 Agriculture and economic development, Elmer Eashappie (Sakimay) and Randy Bear 
(Muskoday First Nation) 

2:00-2:15 Description and instructions of round table and focus group discussions 

2:15-2:30 Health Break 

2:30-3:15 Round Table Discussions and Focus Groups – with food and beverages 

3:15-3:30 Larger group discussion to prioritize research, capacity building, and policy development 
goals  

3:30-3:40 Forum summary and closing remarks 

3:40-3:50 Zoey Roy, U of S Artist in Residence, spoken-word performance 

3:50 Closing prayer  

  
  



 

Appendix C 
Traffic light Exercise - Tuesday December 18, 2018 
Red Light Yellow Light Green light 
Comprehensive Education / Training / Capacity   
Education of 
Chief and 
Councilors 

Education Post- 
Secondary  

Education – 
high school 
credit course on 
interrelationship
s, planning, 
business, 
stewardship 

Curriculu
m 
developm
ent 

Increase 
training & 
capacity 
development 

Initiate mentorship 
program where 
indigenous 
students are paired 
with local farmers 

Agriculture 
Boot-camp 

K-12 Education Education: land-
based learning 

Succession 
planning so next 
generation is 
ready to step up 

Engagement 
of younger 
generation 

Training 
vehicles 

Project 
management 
Training 

Stewardship and Long-Term Planning   
Learn values 
held by 
communities 
on managing 
land and  
stewardship 
on agro-
ecological 
context 

Natural land 
practices that 
sustain the 
natural land 
resources 

Establish long-
term 
expectations 
and goals to 
align band 
members 

Build 
knowledg
e on best 
environme
ntal 
practices 
for 
Indigenou
s land 

Rebuild 
connections to 
agricultural 
lifestyle 

 

Thinking 
Systematicall
y 

Organic 
Farming  

Better care of 
land 

Develop a direction for 
indigenous based research 
that honours land traditions 

Reclaiming Traditional Practices and Knowledge   
Reconcile 
with lost 
generations 

Reclamation of Ancestral Food 
Traditions 

 Move away from 
fossil fuel 
intensive methods 
and equipment 
Ecological goods 
and services: 
Pollination 
Flood 
management 
Native plants 

The Economics   
Access to 
Funding 

CP Price 
Equity for 
leases 

Economic 
Limitations 
 

Capital 
asset 
protection 

Funding 
(capital costs) 

 

Financing, where to get funding for farms on 
reserve 
 
 
 
 

Purchasing farm equipment 
as collaborative nations to 
be eligible for dealer 
discounts 



 

Policy and Legislation   
Food security policy Fix the 

policy 
process  

Gain more 
representation 
and stature in 
ag-producer 
organizations 

 

Major legislation redress 
Research Needs   
Research on 
indigenous 
food systems 
and 
traditional 
foods 

Research on 
developing 
land capability 
and maps for 
indigenous land 

Production 
options – 
simulation 
games 

Niche 
markets? 

Support land 
managers 
capacity 
building and 
knowledge 
exchange 

Portal for data and 
forms, templates 
and paperwork 

Research on 
conservation 
of Indigenous 
plants, 
genetic 
resources and 
preservation 
of Indigenous 
knowledge 

Effects of 
climate change 
on Indigenous 
agriculture 

Research on 
crop sciences 
and  animal 
sciences 

Improved 
relationshi
ps 
between 
First 
Nations 
and non-
First 
nation 
farmers 

Processing: 
employment, 
revenue 
generation, 
and holistic 
farming 

Research 
legal land 
issues 

More on 
historical 
context 

Communications and Working Together   
Community 
navigator 

Partner 
identification 

Stop working in 
isolation from 
each other 

 Alliances with 
supply chains 
(Star produce, 
Sysco/processors 

Tools for Success   
Evaluations 
and 
assessment of 
agriculture – 
feasibility 
studies, 
strategic 
plans, market 
analysis, data 
& monitoring 

Accessible 
software 

Risk 
assessments 

Increased 
marketing 

Business 
planning 

 

 
  



 

Appendix D 
Example of Forum Evaluation Form  

 


